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Supreme Court Historical Society ATLA 
Forms Marshall-Wythe Chapter News 
A new organization has been 
created at Marshall-Wythe. Jeff 
Schreiber, a second-year law 
student and head of the newly-
formed chapter of the Supreme 
Court Historical Society, is 
enthusiastic about the support 
he has received from students 
here at Marshall-Wythe, 
particularly first year students. 
Approximately forty studen~ 
have demonstrated interest in 
the Society, which has already 
begun making plans for this 
Spring. 
The National Society was 
formed pursuant to proposals 
developed by a committee 
named by Chief Justice Warren 
Burger in 1971. The chapter here 
at Marshall-Wythe is the first 
student chapter to gain 
affiliation with the national 
organization. Professor William 
F. Swindler, the faculty advisor 
to the chapter, expresses great 
hope for the success of the 
group. 
Swindler was instrumental in 
the creation of the national 
organization. He talked with the 
Chief Justice periodically here 
in Williamsburg and in 
Washington, D.C., and they 
, 
agreed that the public was not as 
informed as it might be about 
the Court. Consequently, 
Swindler began to work on ways 
"to make the general public and 
the legal profession more aware 
c:i what the Court is all about. " 
Swindler is currently on the 
National Board of Trustees of 
the Supreme Court Historical 
Society whose national 
chairman is retired Justice Tom 
C. Clark. 
The Marshall-Wythe chapter, 
headed by Schreiber, has 
already begun plans for various 
functions this Spring. On the 28th 
By Ann Sullivan 
c:i March th~ Society will travel The Student Chapter of the 
to Washington, D.C., where a American Trial Lawyer 's 
special tour of the Supreme Association and the Mary and 
Court has been arranged . William Society have scored 
Schreiber notes that the staff at once again. Thursday, February 
the Supreme Court has been 24, they provided . an 
tremendously helpful and enlightening as well as 
encouraging about the Marshall- entertaining forum for aspiring 
Wythe chapter. Gail Galloway, trial lawyers in the form of a 
the curator of the Court, has criminal law seminar 
arranged for the chapter to tour addressing the relative merits of 
the Supreme Court building and bench and jury trials and the 
to meet with Justice Powell in 
his chambers for an informal jury selection process . Panel 
members commented from their 
talk. The tour will include a visit respective positions as United 
to some of the areas of States District Court Judge, 
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rural area, Surrey 
CountY,Virginia. 
U.S . District Court Judge 
Robert Mehridge opened the 
seminar by observing that no 
lawyer is ever concerned with 
seeking a fair impartial jury but 
• rather desires a jury that would 
: be most receptive to his 
: viewpoint. Judge Mehridge 
: recommended that lawyers 
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• : the answers of a prospective 
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Faculty Profile questions that are on file with 
V·· t · p f' H ~~e~~erk co:u~e ~;~~~n i~~ I S I I n 9 r_o e S SO r a S :~i:'l~~E!~~:;~~~"th~ 
M I · F d C jury selection he had used in his t t career, such as sending the U 1- ace ear e e r . ~~~~tto~:!~;~i; ~o~~se~~et~~ 
by Tom Laverty 
For Dominik Lasok, Professor 
of Law and former Dean of the 
Law School at University of 
Exeter in England, serving as 
Tazwell-Taylor ViSiting 
Professor of Law during the 
current semester, is an op-
portunity to make what he 
describes as " a sentimental 
journey. " 
Lasok, a native of Poland who 
has resided in England since 
1946, served as a visiting 
professor at Marshall-Wythe 
during the 1966-u7 term, and has 
maintained contact with Mar-
shall-Wythe by teaching at the 
summer school in Exeter. His 
position has provided him with 
his first opportunity to return to 
America since 1966. 
Lasok's duties as Tazwell-
Taylor Professor consist largely 
of giving guest lectures on such 
topiCS as Comparative Law, 
European Business Operations, 
and British Constitutional 
History. In addition to teaching 
this semester at Marshall-
Wythe, Lasok is also serving as 
a visiting professor at McGill 
University in Montreal, where 
he is teaching Foundations of 
Canadian Law, Canadian Ad-
miralty Law, and European 
Community Law. 
Teaching at McGill has given 
Lasok the opportunity to observe 
what he calls " comparative law 
in action." Lasok noted that 
Canadian Law has its roots in 
both French and English law, 
and he said " It's not uncommon 
to find proceedings conducted in 
French in one court, while they 
are conducted in English in the 
court next door. Many of the 
courses are taught in both 
French and English, since the 
students are bilingual." 
Lasok himself is multi-lingual, 
having learned French and 
German in Switzerland, while 
earning his Licencie en Droit at 
Fribourg University and Italian 
while a member of the British 
Occupation Forces in Italy in 
1946. In addition to his Licencie, 
Lasok holds a Masters at Law 
degree from the University of 
Durham, and a PHD in Law 
from the University of London. 
He is a Barrister-at-Law, Middle 
Temple, London. 
Lasok ' s interests have 
spanned such fields as family 
law, international law, and the 
impact of the Soviet influence on 
Polish law. For the past seven or 
eight years, he has focused on 
European Community Law. He 
has written extensively, with 
numerous books and articles to 
his credi t. 
whom potential jurors spoke; 
and 
keeping records of what other 
cases potential jurors had 
served on and what their 
verdicts had been. 
In terms of strategy, Judge 
Mehridge observed that a 
defense request for a jury trail 
often improves a plea 
bargaining situation. 
Professor of Psychology , 
Kelly Shaver, addressed his 
comments to psychosociological 
techniques in jury selection. 
Professor Shaver expressed 
criticism of the jury selection 
system in Virginia state courts 
where potential jurors are 
selected by Jury Com-
missioners. He felt that while the 
system might produce a fair 
cross section of the community 
. demographically, it probably 
would not attitudinally. The 
reason for this is that the Jury 
Commissioners often select the 
jury from acquaintances. 
Commenting on the use of 
psychosociological studies in 
sophisticated jury selection for a 
specific case, Shaver observed 
that it was impractical unless 
the state provides for at least 
twenty preemtory challenges, 
and unless it was a trial of semi-
poli tical significance which 
allows for the mobilization 01 
volunteers or unless at least 
$20,000 was available. 
Professor Shaver pointed out 
some ethical considerations 
involved in jury selection aid by 
social scientists . Shaver 
observed that the aid was not 
available to all. 
For instance, Stans and 
Mitchell in the Watergate ' trials 
were unable to lure the 
specialists who had participated 
in trials such as the Harrisburg 
Trial to their defense even when 
bids were as high as $3,500 daily. 
Continued on page 5 
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Letters To The Editors 
New Reg's Rouse Ire 
Dear Ms : 
The new rules banning all 
eating, drinking and smoking in 
the law library can only be 
characterized as , unnecessarily 
extreme. 
We have swung from a 
, 'position where any excess was 
'pennitted to a position where no 
indulgence is pennitted. There 
is, of course, a middle ground -
a position which sensible rules 
ou.sht to reflect. 
Eating. While I would think it 
reasonable to forbid students to 
eat meals in the library, snacks 
aren't much of a bother. 
Drinking. Drinks are often a 
necessity - either to keep 
awake, or to help keep wann or 
cool, depending on whether the 
heating system is attempting to 
freeze or roast us. 
Smoking. Although it was 
perhaps unreasonable to allow 
smoking in all the library except 
one room, it is also unreasonable 
to forbid smoking in every room. 
A better course would be to allow 
smoking in a limited number of 
rooms in Camm and Marshall-
Wythe. 
The new rules need to be 
changed. While the library may 
be too crowded to allow 
unlimited priviledged, absolute 
prohibition will not work. The 
rules will be broken, and many 
students will be inconvenienced 
or driven from the library by 
these excessive impositions on 
individual conduct. 
I would urge the library and 
administrative figures who 
fonnulated the ban to heed the 
wishes of the large numbers of 
students who have signed 
petitions protesting it. ' 
Snacks and Drinks should be 
allowed. 
Smoking should be perinitted 
in specified areas. 
Bill Norton 
Comrade Students! 
We in U.S.S .R. are not 
unaware of the grave violations 
of human rights which are being 
inflicted upon dissidents at the 
Marshall-Wythe School of Law. 
The recent edict banning all 
drinking, smoking and eating in 
the law library is the most 
outrageous act against 
individual freedom yet 
perpetrated by the Gang of Four 
(led by the inscrutable Madame 
Herriotl. 
Discrimination against eating, 
drinking and smoking minorities 
is a blatant violation of the 
Helsinki Accord, a harsh slap at 
the human frailities of the 
struggling student masses . 
Despair not ! Your People's 
Law School Committee has the 
full support of our government. 
We shall not refrain from 
speaking out in behalf of 
dissidents , and the exiles who 
have beEm driven to Camm, to be 
pursued even there by the lackey 
agents of the Running Dog 
Puritans. 
Solidarity forever , 
Leonid Brezhnev 
Dear Editor : 
The railroading of the new 
library regulations i s a 
deplorable injustice, Those of us 
who smoke or those who cannot 
afford to eat out every day have 
no place to go, and have had no 
voice in the formation of these 
stringent rules. 
I do not advocate smoking 
anywhere in the library one 
chooses , but outlawing the habit 
of at least half of the student 
body (not to mention of the 
faculty ) in the one room in which 
most of us spend most of the day 
is most unfair. Some provision 
could easily be made to set aside 
one or two rooms in which we 
could study and enjoy a 
cigarette without interrupting 
the chain, of thought. For one 
who has the nicotine habit, 
sitting in a room and trying to 
concentrate when the urge to 
smoke hits and knowing it is not 
authorized can destroy study 
habits. 
Although I do not eat in the 
library, if I , wanted to, I would 
expect to be able to and I would 
certainly respect any other 
student's right to do that. If 
trash receptacles are available, 
I believe that we are mature and 
considerate enough to clean up, 
after ourselves if we do bring 
food into the library. 
It would be unnecessary for 
students to eat in the library if 
there were adequate student 
lounges available; unfortunately 
that is not the case. We have one 
small room for about fifteen 
people which does not facilitate 
all tlie students who eat at 
school. Until we get a new 
building, those who do, must sit 
somewhere. 
:As for having coffee or cokes 
in the library, this should be no 
problem. I believe we are all 
mature enough and careful 
enough to see that accidents do 
not occur around library books, 
i.( that is the reasoning behind 
the regulation. We are not being 
given credit for having any 
sense at all with these rules . 
Perhaps this letter and others 
and the petitions being 
circulated will have no influence 
at all in de-regulating the 
library. Maybe when enough of 
us begin smoking in the lobby 
which has either one or no 
ashtrays (depending on the day) 
and grinding the butts into the 
floor ; when enough of us sit and 
on the steps and the floor of the 
lobby and eat and drink and! ' 
have no place to put the trash ,. 
Mrs. Forbes will take the. 
initiative. I'm sure she could gett 
I results. It would be a shame to! 
Margaret Gregory 
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have visitors face all the; 
students lOitering in the lobby,; 
but that is what may happen, if' 
these new and unfair rules are) 
allowed to continue. 
Rosalyn Vegara 
Dear Editors : 
The heart of any institution of 
higher learning, particularly a 
law school, is the library. That 
Marshall-Wythe's heart is feebly 
beating has been pointed out by 
the ABA. However, what is of 
concern to me as a law student is 
the disease which is weakening 
our heart from within. That 
disease is overadministration. 
One need only s troll 
throughout the library to see the 
effects of overadministration. A 
sign on the door warns 
undergraduates to beware ane 
begone, I know of no like sign 
located on the doors of Swem 
directed at our legal scholars. 
The three large, well-placed, 
firmly attached, and 
presumably expensive signs 
warn law students of the dangers 
of smoking, eating, or drinking 
in the library. This censorship 
appears far too harsh . 
Politeness may require a no-
smoking rule, true. And in the 
interests_ of cleanliness, we 
would not want a full course 
meal or a wine and cheese party 
to take place in the library. But 
the line cannot be drawn to 
.~.~ . 
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Bri.efs of, the ,Burg 
Laying .... . 
We had occasion recently to spend some little time as the guest of 
the student health service in their on-campus resort facilities. (A few 
of our more astute readers may have noticed our silence in the most 
recent issue. ) We would like to' think that we have fairly high stan-
dards in the area of accommodations, and we are happy to say that 
we found the quality of the facilities at the infirmary to be, on the 
whole, excellent. 
Easily the strongest attribute of the infirmary was the exquisite 
personalized service. The uniforms of the help were a bit plain and 
monotonous but this drawback was more than adequately alleviated 
b~ l?e staff's accessability and attention to duty. They were always 
willing to please, and constantly left us with the feeling that we were 
receiving individualized attention (particularly at 5:30 a.m. when we 
were awakened to have our temperature taken with a cheery " good 
morning") . 
Our only. complaint about the help is that they had a tendency, 
~ortUI1a:te m good servants, to be dogmatic and dictatorial, par-
ticularly ill the matter of taking pills. We are sure, however, that we 
managed to put them in their place, 
Another asset of this hostelry, almost as notable as the service 
was the high quality of the beds. We have no patience with the sort of 
beds found in many of the lower classes of roadside inns that vibrate 
pulsate, or quiver with anticipation; we find them plebian and: 
frankly, rather vulgar. However, there is something exciting about 
being able to adjust the level of the bed in every conceivable fashion 
particularly if one is a contortionist or bored. We found sleeping on ~ 
bed with a large hump in the middle to be particularly stimulating 
but that, of course , is purely a matter of taste. ' 
We must admit that there exits one highly regrettable drawback 
in the amenities of the infirmary: the food is, in a word terrible. The 
cuisine is .provide~ by the notorious William and Mary Food Service, 
about which nothmg more need be said. Furthermore, the already 
unpalatable main dishes are but little improved by the mysterious 
between-meal nourishments offered under the appellation 
" medications." These are uniformly disgusting. 
Howe~er, the quality of the food is partially offset by the 
presentation ; ro:o~ service is the rule rather. than the exception, and 
the general habit IS to serve meals in bed, (A practice to which we 
could easily grow accustomed .> 
. We would be shirking our duty if we did not say a word about 
pnces. Costs are , on the whole, reasonable; there is, indeed, no 
charge for the room or service, and tipping is discouraged. However, 
they. ha~e the g~ll to charge for the abysmal food and unspeakable 
medications, whIch strikes us as being an insult to our intelligence. 
~e m,ust a.dmit, though, that the total cost for, say, a three-day 
vacation IS qUite reasonable . 
In ~losing, we feel compelled to mention a few of the place's small 
attr.actlOns. The atmosphere is quiet and restful, the decor is un-
vaned b~t pleasant, a.nd the vie",:, from the rooms is not only 
breathtakmg, but there IS plenty of time to enjoy it. The infirmary is 
open on a seasonal schedule, and reservations are not required. 
... .. Your Bets 
~ .rathe.r unfortunate state of affairs brought about the M-W 
admIfllstration has come to our attention, and we feel it is our duty to 
correct what c?uld become a serious situation. We are aware that 
exams are ~n Impor~nt part of the law school experience, and we 
would not WIsh .to de~nv~ th~ p.r?fesso~s of their week of delight, but 
there are certam ObVIOUS pnonties whIch simply cannot be violated. 
We have become aware, 'to our great chagrin, that there have 
been.exams sc~~u~ed on the first Saturday in May which, as any 
well-mt:0rmed illdividual knows, is the day on which the Kentucky 
Derby IS run. 
We ar~ sure that now the administration is aware of this error 
and t~ey wI~1 ~ke steps to reschedule exams properly so that we and 
our nght-thinking brethren can be at Churchill Downs on Saturday, 
We suspect, furthermore, considering the financial needs of the 
school, that Dean Spong and his cohorts would be wise to consult 
some expert on horseflesh with a view to making a profitable wager 
We have a bookie we can recommend. . 
• :rhe University of Notre Dame law School is ac-
cepting applications from lawyers and law students 
~Ianning to attend its eighth annual summer session 
In london. The session each year attracts more than 
100 students from , apprOXimately 60 American and 
forei.gn I~w schools , and from the practicing bar. 
Sessions In the london School of Economics in central 
london w i." be conducted from July2 to August 10. 
Courses will be offered in Federal Courts , labor law, 
Co~mon Ma~ket law, legal History, - Public Inter-
natlona.1 l .aw, .land Use Planning and Jurisprudence. 
The distinguished British faculty will include 
Professors Harry Rajak, Ian Kennedy, and David Kor-
nbluth of Kings College, University of london and 
Professors Anthony West and David Evans fro~ the 
F~culty of laws and Reading University. Joining them 
will be Professors Peter Thornton , Director of the 
Notre Dame year-round program in london, and Ber-
nard Dobranski of the Notre Dame'campus. 
For further information write Professor Dobran-
ski , University of Notre Dame law School Notre 
Dame, Indiana 46556 (telephone 2191283-8964 )'. 
:: j rn 
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JUST HEARSAY 
APRIL 1 Former Chief Justice Heflin will be speaking to the student 
body at 9 a .m. He is one of this semester's Tazwell-Taylor Visiting 
~o~essor.s and has been teaching the course on Judicial Ad-
mlIllstratlOn. 
' . rne :::itsA IS seeking volunteers to work on the following com-
IDIttees, programs, etc. : 
Student-Faculty Committees 
A~ions Library 
Building Orientation 
Curriculum Placement 
DiSCipline Special Events 
Graduate Studies · 
Judicial Council 
Programs 
S~eak~rs Lobby Group 
~~onty Recruitment Aluminum Recycling 
Liaison to Student Ass 'n SociaLCommittee 
Publicity LSD-ABA 
lntramurals , VITA (tax assistance) 
He: ~cn~larslUps - ~y student desiring financial aid from 
scholarshi~ fu~ds for the 1977-78 academic year is requested to pick 
up an applIca tIon form from the Law School Office and r eturn th co~pleted form to P rofessor Brion (either to his mailbox or to hi: 
office - Room 210) by Friday, ~arch 25. 
NOTES FROM THE DEAN'S OFFICE 
The floating of bonds for Marshall-Wythe's new law school, proposed 
by .Governor Godwin, was approved recently by the Virginia 
Legislature, and now only remains to be approved by the voters next 
November . Marshall-Wythe's portion will come out of an $80,000,000 
fund, under the rubric of " Education." 
The recipient of this year 's Marshall-Wythe Medallion has been 
named a~ J udge Shirley M. Hufstedler or the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the Eighth Crrcwt. The Medallion will be awarded at the May 15 
Law School Commencement ceremonies. 
The 1977-1978 visiting Tazewell-Taylor Professors of Law are 
Professor Delmar Karlen, former Director of the Institu te of Judicial 
Administration, and Judge Walter E. Hoffman, senior judge for the 
Eastern District .of Virginia and Director of the Federal Judicial 
Center. 
The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) has given 
a grant of $152 ,000 toward a fund for erection in the new law school of 
an E xperimental Moot Court Room. Labelled as the most advanced 
facility in the country, the proposed 'structure will include audio-
visual systems and a computerized console. In addition the Cabell 
Foundation of Richmond has donated $65 ,000 toward the fund and an 
application for $63,000 has been submitted to the Kresge Fou~dation. 
Letters 
(Con't) 
prevent a student from eating a 
candy bar or drinking his or her 
requisite cup of coffee while 
engaged in scholarly pursuits. 
True, some students leave 
their cups or wrappers around. 
Yet we feel that an oral 
reprimand, or even, God help us, 
a little consideration by other 
students to throwaway the 
trash, would sufficie to correct 
these eyesores. At any rate, a 
warning by the powers-that-be 
that library privileges would be 
reduced unless greater care is 
exercised would have been 
warranted before such ctrastic 
steps were taken. 
For what little else it is worth, 
th€ placement of the sign on the 
shelves at M 16 & 17 is such that 
sharp corners extend beyond the 
shelf, endangering the eyes of 
any student over 6 feet tall who 
happens to be walking past those 
stacks. 
Changes in policy are also in 
effect in Camm Library. Signs 
warn undergraduates not to use 
the facilities due to 
"overcrowding. " This is just not 
the case. Tables are always 
open. Carrels are reserved for 
law students , and the 
undergraduate will a lways 
vacate a carrel when politely 
asked to do so. As a regular 
studier in Camm, a member of 
the Camm Review, I have not 
found undergraduates to be a 
problem. 
If a problem exists at all in 
Camm, it is the loud and raucous 
nehavior of 'law shidents which 
prevents effective study. 
Moreover, are law students now 
to be denied use of the 
bathrooms, vending machines, 
TV room , or recreational 
facilities of Bryan Complex? It 
would seem only proper if weJire 
to Bar undergraduates from use 
of their own dormitories . 
The library is vital to our 
school, and we are glad to see 
that the administration is 
attempting to improve its 
operation. However, it would' 
seem that student conduct could 
be better controlled by a rule of 
reason and encouraging 
consideration among students, 
rather than by the mighty dicta 
of the baby-blue signs. For all of 
the rules of the librarians, one 
fact remains. The library is a 
tool for the students, not a 
vehicle for authority of the 
administration . Unless the 
library is working to aid 
students in their pursuit of 
education, it is nQt working. 
At Marshall-Wythe, all is not 
well in the library. 
(Name Withheld by Request) 
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White 
By Sue Sawatski and 
Barbara Linde,muth 
a Valuable Addition 
to M-W Faculty 
Arthur White has been a 
member of the tax faculty at 
Marshall-Wythe since 1974. He 
states that he came here 
beca use of the charisma of the 
school and the good reputation of ' 
the students. However good the 
school may have been before he 
came, it has certainly profited 
from the addition to the faculty 
of such an experienced lawyer. 
After receiving his J .D. from 
Washburn University, Professor 
White did a year of graduatt: 
work as a Cook Legal Research 
Fellow at the University of 
Michigan. In 1941, before he 
could complete his graduate 
study, he entered active military 
service which continued until 
1946. Since that time he has held 
various pOSi tions in the 
government, working in·the field 
of tax law. 
Professor White has acted as 
the Regional Counsel for the 
Bureau of Internal Revenue, 
first in the Boston Region and 
later in New York City. His 
duties in this position involved 
supervision of Chief Counsel 
legal functions perta ining to the 
Tax Cour t, criminal collections 
and alcohol and tobacco tax 
matters . years of teaching experience . He -his time outside the classroom 
He has also held the position of was an adjunct professor at the developing course materials. 
Director of the Interpretative Georgetown Law Center in P rofessor White shared the 
Division of the office of the Chief Washi ngton and a visiting view of many people that the 
Counsel of the IRS in professor and research fellow in 1976 Tax Reform Act has 
Washington. This division is the residence at SMU School of Law. increased the complexity of the 
principal legal research and Asked if he saw any change in tax code. He is deeply concerned 
opinion writing staff of the Chief students over the year s , that thi s gr owing 
Counsel's office. Professor White s ta ted tha t he incomprehensibili ty will lea d to 
F r om 1960 until his retirement has found students here to be a gradual breakdown of the 
from government service in . intelligent , articulate, and system. This complexity results 
1974, Professor White acted as ser ious a bout the learning not only -in a frustration to those 
Special Assistant to the Chief process . If anything, he feels who must comply with the tax 
CounseL In this position he had that students today are better law but a lso to those who have 
principle responsibility for legal scholars . the job of enforcing the law. 
matters relating to tax-exempt In line with this view that the He feels tha t one of the most 
organizations. educational system should 'be important things for a tax 
E ven befor e r eti r ing and constructed so as to best serve professor to impress on students 
coming to Mars hall-Wythe , the needs of the s tudents is their r esponsibili t ity to 
Professor White had several Professor White spends much of - improve the tax system . 
'~~~~'.Q->~~.q-...q..q-.~-.q-.~.q,. 
Tickets Now On Sale 
For The 1977 
I'arristers· I'all 
Saturday, March 19 
9p.m. -la.m. 
Quality Inn/Fort Magruder 
$15.00 per couple Semi-formal 
Drinks - Dancing- Food 
S ponsored.hy. LU.d.en t Bar .Associ a tion 
~.q-.~~~.~-.q-.~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Historical Society (Con't) 
particular interest to law 
students, such as the Court's 
library. 
Schreiber expresses hope that 
this ..trip will become an annual 
Spring function of the Society. 
He has also spoken to William 
Press, who is the President of 
the National Society. Press has 
been very helpful in getting the 
Marshall-Wythe chapter off the 
ground. 
The Society has plans for local 
activities as well. Schreiber 
notes that a lecture series 
sponsored by the Society is being 
considered. This could bring 
nationally known members of 
the legal profession to 
Williamsburg. Schreiber also 
hopes that some type of 
community service could result 
from the Marshall-Wythe 
chapter. This would include 
presentations at local schools 
and libraries to inform the 
public about the Supreme Court. 
Further, the Society hopes to 
help in the Law Day activities 
here at Marshall-Wythe in late 
April. 
Most of ail, Schreiber hopes 
that the Society will spur 
interest in the history and 
happenings of the Supreme 
Court elsewhere. The Marshall-
Avollobl. in Daffodil Only 
basis for a national expansIOn 
into other law schools. He has 
already spoken to students at the 
University of Richmond, 
Georgetown, and American · 
about starting chapters at those 
law schools. 
Membership in the Marshall-
Wythe chapter is still open, and 
interested students should 
contact Schreiber or Ann 
Morrison, a ' first-year student 
who has worked with Schreiber 
on getting the organizatio[ 
beyond the planning stages. The 
bus trip to Washington is open to 
students on a first-come first-
serve basis, with preferenCf' 
given to members, ana 
Schreiber encourages students 
who are interested in the Court 
to use this opportunity "to learn 
from the wealth of knowledge of 
the staff of the Supreme Court 
and to get more than a casual 
view of how the Court works." 
Elections held on March 1st 
resulted in the following new 
officers: Jeff Schreiber, 
President ; Ann Morrison, 
First Vice President; Guy 
Sibilla, Second Vice-President; 
Bob Roskovich, Treasurer; and 
Carol Hill, Secretary. Joe 
McCarthy, a first year law 
student, serves as our liaison to 
the Student Bar 
Ladies 
London 
Fog 
at 
<!Tnlt & ~tntt 
MontIcello ShoppIng Center 
. Mon •• Fr.: 10-. 
.. 
$Qt.: IN:. 
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If you can't PASS it, 
Maybe you can TEND it ... 
criticism was answered by a 
spokesman for the Govenror, 
who indicated that, "no problem 
is so big it can't be run away 
from," and that, "at least we 
ST. LOUIS: August Busch III 
today confirmed reports that the 
Anheuser-Busch Brewing 
Company has purchased the 
Marshall-Wythe School of Law 
from the Commonwealth of 
Vu-ginia. The school will be 
renamed the Marshall-Busch 
School of Law. In a mid-day 
press conference, BJIsch 
announced the terms of the sale, 
which included a price tag of 
some six million dollars. 
Appearing with Busch was 
Governor Mills Godwin. At the 
signing ceremony later in the 
day, Godwin termed the sale "a 
great and historical ' day for 
VIrginia and the ABA." One of 
the Governor's aides expressed 
confusion as to whether the 
Governor referred to the 
American Basketball 
Association's Virginia Squires or 
the American Bar AssociatIOn :. 
Vu-ginia esquires. 
Top legislative leaders 
expressed satisfaction over the 
sale. Delegate Rupert Tightwad 
pointed out the benefit to the 
state from the transaction. 
"This sale has effectively 
eliminated the huge projected 
state deficit. Additionally, we 
have avoided the cost of builidng 
a new law school, and these 
funds can now be put to a more 
deserving use." When pressed to 
name a more deserving use, 
Tightwad pointed out the lack of 
state monuments to the memory 
ci the Virginia Squires. 
There was some discontent, 
however, as some delegates 
questioned the propriety of 
selling one of only two state-
supported law schools. This 
WHO· 
IS TH·IS 
PERSON? 
Sandwiches 4~ESE Res Ipsa Loquitur 
11 • 2 Cr" S-1e 
~ ~ ~ tr1 
...24 Prince George St. 
\1erc hants Square . 
~.i<f,,"- \7 
Te l. 220-0298 
. didn ' t sell to the Keepone 
people." 
He also hinted that the 
proceeds of the sale might go 
towards a necessary expansion 
eX Charlottesville International 
Airport. 
Meanwhile, top Busch 
executives were gloating over 
the sale. One pointed out that, 
based on statistics gleaned from 
the Seventh Decennial Digest, 
Anheuser-Busch' wins in court 
about as often as it loses. "While 
that 's an excellent batting 
average, we're not supposed to 
be batting," he stated 
cryptically. 
Another stressed the 
advantages of grooming law 
students specifically for careers 
in brewing law. " Up to now, our 
lawyers were trained in 
meaningless jobs in general 
practice. Now we can limit them 
to the socially important aspects 
eX the law which are reauired bv 
the brewing industry," one legal 
advisor not.~. 
Administrative changes are 
proceeding rapidly. The library 
is being moved to the Hospitality 
Center at the company 's 
brewery in Williamsburg. The 
reason for the move, according 
to Dean-<iesignate Ed McMahon, 
is to "encourage our students to 
spend more time in the library. 
After all , doing research for a 
semniar in Law and Medicine 
goes down much more smoothly 
with three Michelobs in your 
tummy." 
Busch and McMahon joiJ'ltly 
announced changes in the new 
law school Anheuser-Busch will 
construct. The concept of 
availability of alcoholic 
refreshments in the library will 
be maintaine<l Classrooms will 
be constructed so that , if 
unnecessary for academic use, 
they may be converted for use as 
Beechwood-Aging chambers. 
The company and the Student 
Bar Association are presently 
negotiating to build a recycling 
plant for old Busweiser cans 
either in the basement of the new 
building or the Moot- Court Room 
ci the old school. 
Curriculm changes will be 
made to ensure that, should the 
student prove to be unqualified 
for the bar, he will be qualified to 
tend the bar. Failing that, 
courses will be developed to 
acquaint the student with the 
joys of working in a brewery. 
The regular first-year writing 
course will be limited strictly to 
the issues of Trade Regulation , 
Trademark, Products Liability, 
Workman's Compensation, and 
the Care of Clydesdales. 
Meanwhile, an officer for the 
SBA, who asked to remain 
anonymous, indicated that while 
the sale possessed , some 
dangerous aspects, on the whole 
it was "a good day for Virginia 
and the ABA." He made clear 
that he was referring to the 
Squires, not the esquires . When 
it was pointed out to him that the 
team was now defunct, he 
exclaimed, "Oh, no! And I just 
bought season tickets!" He then 
proceeded to drown his sorrows 
with a can of Schlitz. 
The Board of Directors is 
considering disciplinary action 
tomQJllX>w. 
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Jessup Moot Court Prepared 
The Jessup Internati onal M oot 
Court Competition is an annual 
even t sponsored by the 
Association of Student 
International Law Societies of 
the American Society of 
International Law. Each year 
the Society develops a different 
hypothetical case. This year the 
problem involves nuclear 
cooperation between a large, 
developed nation ' ("Pandora") 
and a small, underdeveloped 
nation located between India 
and China ("Shangri ... la"). 
Shangri ... la has developed a 
nuclear . fuel reprocessing 
facility which would allow it the 
capability of developing a 
nuclear weapon, should it find 
such a step necessary for its self ... 
defense . Pandora alleges that 
development of the facility 
violates treaties in force 
between the two states . 
Bennet, Jacobsen, and their 
teammates Scott Cooper ( Ir3 ) 
and Sarah Slesinger (L·2) began 
last September researching and 
writing two briefs for the 
competition. At the competition, 
to be held March 11th and 12th at 
the Georgetown Law Center, 
Bennet and Jacobsen will argue 
against teams from Georgetown 
University, Catholic University, 
George Washington UniverSity, 
and the International School of 
Law. 
After trial oral arguments 
1977 ... 78 GRADUATE HOUSING 
1. Any graduate student who is currently enrolled at William and 
Mary on a full time basis and is interested in graduate housing for 
1977 ... 78 should pay a $50.00 room deposit in the Office of Residence 
Hall Life (James Blair 206 B) between March 3 and March 18 at 5 
p.m. This deposit is non ... refundable unless housing is not available. 
2. The following areas, at least, will be available to graduate 
students : 216 Jamestown Rd. (8), 312 Jamestown Rd. (5), 414 
Jamestown Rd. ( 6 ) , Hoke Garage (1), Thiemes (13 ), Ludwell (11), 
JBT 42 (8). 
3. Priority in assignment goes to those students who presently 
live in graduate housing and pay their deposits by 5 p.m. March 18. 
All other current graduate students will be assigned to remaining 
spaces no later than March 25 with priority for assignment deter ... 
mined by date of deposit payment. 
4. All graduate students must have paid the balance of their rent 
and a $75.00 damage deposit prior to occupancy of College housing. 
5. Graduate students (except JET) are eligible to stay in the 
graduate halls during Thanksgiving, Christmas and Spring Vacation 
when undergraduate halls are normally closed. Graduate students 
are eligible to remain in gradua te halls after spring commencement 
and through the swnmer provided they are enrolled for the summer 
session or will be fully enrolled the following fall (a weekly charge for 
this period Will be assessed). 
6. Except for graduate students who marry, withdraw from 
College transfer or graduate the room contract requires all students 
tc rem~in in the' residence halls the entire period of their contract 
held February 25th, John Bennet 
(L-3) and Judy Jacobsen (L ... 2) 
were chosen from the Jessup 
Moot Court Team to participate 
as oralists in the 1977 Middle 
Atlantic Regional Jessup 
International Moot Court 
Competition. 
Argument in the case centers 
around treaty interpretation and 
the conflicting poliCies between 
developed and developing 
countires concerning nuclear 
proliferation. The problem is a 
timely one, given recent 
developments in nuclear 
cooperation between Canada 
and India , West Germany and 
Brazil , and France and 
Pakistan. 
ATLA (Con't) 
Gammiel Poindexter, the first 
black Commonwealth ' s 
Attorney for Surrey County, 
observed that the opportunities 
for jury trials were limited as 
there is a definite movement in 
the justice system towards 
motion and discovery practice 
and away from jury trials. 
Ms . Poindexter offered 
practical advice on coaching 
witnesses , and amusing 
anecdotes on jury selection in a 
small county such as Surrey. 
Ms. Poindexter recommended 
avoiding a jury trial where a 
technical defense is involved and 
making every effort within 
ethical considerations to talk to 
jury members after a trial to 
learn what techniques and 
approaches were effective. 
The seminar then adjourned to 
the Sit 'n Bull Room for a 
cocktail hour with the panelists, 
members and faculty, in the 
tradition of practicing trial 
la~e 
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SBA MINUTES: 
PRESENT: CONTE, RONCA, SAWATZKI , BUCHANAN, 
GREGORY, DAVIDSON, FROGALE, GINIVAN, BOURASSA, 
GIGUERE,KARCH, PANDAK 
ABSENT: LAUTENSCHLAGER 
~emeeting was called to order at3 :20 P .M. 
REPORT by Conte re new building: 
(1 ) Another letter will be mailed to the legislators this week. 
'(2) Several students plan to meet with various legislators again 
during this session. 
(3) An editorial reply has been sent to the Richmond Times-
Dispatch. 
OLD BUSINESS: 
REPORT by Gregory re Barrister's Ball. Letters will be mailed 
to alumni by February 15. 
MOTION by Karch to have the SBA Spring Awards reception in 
Professor C. Harper Anderson 's honor. SECONDED. PASSED 
unanimously. 
REPORT by Ginivan re open exam policy: other law school 
policies have been studied. 
MOTION by Ginivan that SBA determine student interest in a 
new exam policy through a question on the Presidential Election 
ballots ; if the response is favorable, SBA will introduce the new 
policy to the faculty . SECONDED. PASSED unanimously. 
REPORT by Davidson re legal aid. Purpose: to establish a 
channel for third·year practice and to assist undergraduate students 
with their legal problems. 
RESOLUTION by Davidson to continue the investigation in order 
to ascertain the need for legal services. SECONDED. ADOPTED 
unanimously . 
MOTION by Karch to appropriate $120 from SBA funds as initial 
exPenses for establishing a T.G.LF. every Friday afternoon ; the next 
two gatherings will be on a trial basis only. Thereafter, all T.G.LF.'s 
must be self·supporting. SECONDED. PASSED unanimously. 
REPORT by Giguere re Law Day : -
(1) The Naturalization ceremony has been discontinued. 
(2) Many students have volunteered to participate in Law Day 
activities. 
REPORT by Frogale re parking: Members of the Baptist Church 
are not in favor of allowing students to use the parking lot. 
NEW BUSINESS : 
RESOLUTION proposed by Ronca urging the Board of Visitors to 
cooperate in establishing and funding a Chapter of the Public IN ... 
terest Research Group at the College. SECONDED. DISCUSSION 
with Mac Johnson, a PIRG representative . TABLED for full 
discussion at another meeting. 
RESOLUTION by Conte urging the administration to adopt a 
policy whereby a student is given written notice, sent to his last 
known address, of a pending dismissal from a course. This notice to 
be sent in such timely manner as to allow the student to cure the 
defects and remain in the course. SECONDED. ADOPTED 
unanimously . 
MOTION by Giguere that SBA determine student interest in 
having annual class composite pictures made. Interest determined 
by a poll taken on the SBA Presidential Election ballots. SECON ... 
DED. PASSED unanimously. 
Next meeting : March 3, 1977 
The meeting was adjourned at 4:45 P.M. 
SBA RESOLUTION 
We, the Board of Directors of the Student Bar Association, do 
hereby petition the Board of Visitors of the College of William and 
Mary to cooperate fully in the establishment of a student chapter of 
the Public Interest Research Group, and in the collection of funds 
therefor . 
We feel that, as law students, involvement with PffiG will offer 
those of us willing to join it opportunities to do research and gain 
valuable clinical experience in legal areas of our individual concern. 
It is, however, the expression of the Board of Directors that the 
measure and method of collection of fees is critical to our support of 
this resolution. We therefore urge that collection of fees be done only 
by a voluntary assessment method, this done after a full disclosure of 
the nature of PIRG uses of these fees. 
Adopted, March 3, 1977. 
FOR THE BEST! 
416 Prince George Street 
229-6385 
AN INTERNATIONAL MUl TlFOODS COMPANY 
238 Second Street 
220 ... 2281 
(September through ~). . 
. "." .•.... ~ 
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Roundball Roundup 
Now that the Bar has been 
completed, law students can 
turn their attention back to 
serious matters, namely, 
intramural basketball. And this 
year might be the best year ever 
for Marshall-Wythe basketball 
teams. With only one game 
remaining on most teams ' 
schedules , five law school teams 
appear to have excellent 
chances of making the 16-team 
playoffs, and one law school 
team should be the tournament 
favorite. 
The 76'ers , comprised of four 
law students and three 
undergraduates, sbould be the 
number one team in the 
tournament. The 76'ers have an 
8-0 mark in the powerful "A" 
league with their closest contest 
so far a nine point win over 
another law school team, Fear & 
Loathing. Leading the team in 
scoring are the 3rd year 
forwards Bob Kenagy and Dan 
Kraftson who average 15.0 and 
15.3 respectively . Greg 
Campbell and Jim Hanagan are 
the other law students on the 
team , and all contributed to the 
famed 76-ers team concept. 
The loss of Rod Seaford to the 
pros (he had to leave because of 
a legal job) will hurt, but the 
Sixers are still strong . As 
Kenagy notes, "We've got an 
rutside chance at the title. We 
may be short, but we're slow." 
Blackacre, the first year law 
team, is in second place in the 
"A" league and guaranteed of a 
place in the play-offs . 
Blackacre 's one setback came at 
the hands of the 76 'ers, but that 
was their first game of the 
season. Team Captain Ken 
Geroe feels that the team has 
improved since then, and they 
"are definitely looking forward 
to the playoffs." 
The team boasts the 
intramural scoring leader in 
Bruce Gerrity who is scoring at 
a 29.9 clip. He is amply backed 
up by Stu Tenhoor (21.0) and 
Mike Stewart (11.0). Three other 
players split the starting duties , 
and Kevin Bruncik, Mike 
Soberick, and Mike Bauman 
have all had big games. 
Fear & Loathing is the final 
law school team in league " A" 
and is bidding to make it a clean 
sweep for the law school. At 5-3, 
they are currently in third place 
in the league, and a victory 
Wednesday night over the 
football team coupled with a win 
by the 76'ers in their last game 
would put Fear & Loathing into 
the playoffs . . 
The team is led in scoring by 
its big front line of Dan 
Weckstein, John Tilhou and Tom 
Laverty who score at 17.5, 17.0, 
and 12.0 points per game 
respectively. Gordon Saunders 
dominates the boards, and the 
guards, Rick Adams, Bill 
Hamner, Craig Lane, and Harry 
Hambrick r~n the pressure 
defense which is the key to the 
team's success. 
In league "B, " Nixor •. · Now ' 
Clothing 
and 
Accessories 
For All 
Occasions 
We have the latest 
evening wear just tn 
the Barristers' Ball. 
tn spring 
time for 
Use Your Binns Charge. lastercharge or BankAmeri 'ard 
Student Ac ounts W elcome 
Merchants Square 
Mon.-Sat. 9 :30-5 :30 
More Than .l!.ver Wlns the awara 
for the best name, if not one of 
the best teams. This first year 
squaq is currently 6-1 and tied 
for second place in the league. 
On Wednesday they play 
Scotties Senior Citizen~ to see if 
they will make the playoffs . . 
ixon is favored to win this 
game and gain a berth in the 
tournament. 
The team is led by Wes Hepler 
and Robert Hagans who are 
e<>c,", averaging around 15 points 
pel game. Jay Basham, 
Emalluel Holmes and Bob 
Woolridge round out the starting 
five. Team Captain Phil Bane 
predicts a good showing in the 
tournament. 
The Celtics, another third year 
team, have already finished the 
season and clinched a playoff 
berth. Their 8-1 record placed 
them second in the "D" league. 
Their only loss came at the 
hands of a much taller 
undergraduate team. This lack 
of height could hurt the Celtics in 
the playoffs . 
The Celtics start Ron 
Anderson, Jerry Bromeil, Jim 
Margolin, Rick Lane, and 
Charlie " Kareem Abdul" 
Cabell. Anderson leads the team 
scoring with a 15.0 average. The 
Celtics are known for their 
"Blue" team. This second unit 
substitutes en masse and 
completely confuses the 
- ~position with its controlled 
fury. Included in this unit are 
stars Bob Wise, Joe Young, Pete 
Ralston, Jeff Puff, and John 
Bennet. 
A third first-year team is 
found in the "E " league. The 
Supreme Court just finished 
their season with a 6-3 recored. 
Their third place league finish 
kept them out of the playoffs. 
The Supreme Court starts Jim 
Lewis, Andy Thurman, Ward 
Eason, Dennis Haase, and Brian 
Buckley. Buckley, the leading 
scorer, sports an 18.0 average. 
Their most satisfying victory 
was over another law school 
team, Uncle John's Band, by a 
me point margin. All is not lost 
for the Court, however . As one 
justice commented, "Wait ' til 
last year." 
Uncle John's Band rounds out 
the law school roundball teams. 
They finished 3-6, to post the only 
loosing record in the law school. 
Team Captain Jim Ronca 
blames the season on injuries 
and luck. The team lost three 
games by three points or less . 
NON COMPOS 
MENTIS 
By Raskolnikov 
Hosannas and glad tidings! The law school has been saved! 
Contrary to all responsible ratiocinations, that scalawag, quasi-
Republican, semi-Bolshevik and self-confessed mountebank who 
goes by the name of Nolan has once again succumbed to virtue and 
clean living as embodied in the character of our saviour, Mr. Ronca . 
Mr. Ronca was clearly at a disadvantage but notwithstanding the 
fact that Mr. Nolan appealed to the prurient, proselytized the 
preposterous, and generally outraged the sensibilities of all civilized 
people of good taste ; Mr. Ronca did manage a come-from-behind 
victory. 
. Now we know Mr. Nolan personally as a wretch of the lowest 
order given to uttering all manner of imbecilities and capable of 
espousing some of the most half-baked proposals to appear in print 
since the publication of Betty Crocker'S Energy Saving Cookbook. 
Clearly Mr. Nolan had no business being President of anything, 
let alone the prestigious SBA. 
Despite his character deficiencies and his generally slovenly 
appearance and woebegone aspect, Raskolnikov is rather fond of Mr. 
Nolan and wishes him well. Others sharing a high regard for this 
victim of circumstance are invited to send money that will encourage 
Mr. olan to continue his crusade. Donors will receive absolutely free 
a copy of the Congressional Record blessed by Mr. Nolan himself as 
an inspirational offering to you and your loved ones. 
H.asKolmkov has other axes to grind this fortnight . The most 
important one is the latest failure on the part of the administration to 
properly see to our welfare. Their recent banishment of cigarettes , 
food and drink from the library is helpful but does not begin to solve 
the problems remaining. These are addressed seriatim below: 
1) Tennis Shoes - Tennis shoes should be banned. Mud picked up 
from outdoors could be deposited in the library with all sorts of dire 
consequences. Sneakers have a rather disquieting smell about them 
and are ill suited to vigorous pursuit of knowledge. Clean sneakers 
have a nasty tendency to squeak - especially when making a quick 
cut to a shelf to get a copy of Casner on the rebound. 
2) Loud Clothing - Bright colors and glittering baubles are a 
nuisance to serious students. Visual distractions are as pernicious as 
olfactory ones and so much bedizenments should also be forbidden. 
3) Non-Essential Clothing - Clothing not essential to study 
wastes valuable space and should be discarded by the student before 
entering the library. Those whose sense of decency requires it will be 
allowed to wear undergarments so long as, in the opinion of the 
librarian, said raiment is clean and devoid of noxious odors. 
In cases where the alleged sense of decency is in doubt the burden 
will be on the applicant to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that he or 
she has one. Assuming no sense of decency is found an appeal may be 
taken by petition of other library users who may allege that a fellow 
student's compliance with the rule is offensive to their aesthetic 
sensibilities. The test in such a case will be whether a reasonable 
person would be nauseated by the nude apparition of the subject of 
the petition. 
. 4) Extraneous printed material - Items such as newspapers, 
books, notebooks and magazines are not essential to law study and 
constitute an attractive nuisance to law students. These together with 
the books on international law which nobody reads anyhow will be 
excluded from the library. 
5) Annoying personal idiosyncracies - Those students engaged 
in nasal exploratories, pencil chewing, scalp scratching and feet 
shuffling are a far greater menace to effective legal education than 
;all the tobacco in North Carolina and all the coffee in Bratil put 
Itogether. Delicacy of a most refined character prevents me from 
imentioning other disagreeable habits including but not limited to 
(belching, exhalations from the grosser orifices and assorted denture 
maneuvers. 
( We serious students have been pushed to the brink by these and 
wther outrages. Draconian measures are called for. The cry of the 
(multitude (Mob, to you republicans ) is everywhere heard shouting 
Ifor a purge of our library and an excoriation of those who would block 
the path of righteousness with pointless protests about not being 
(cor-sulted. 
When the mob of clean livers howls for blood, will our ad-
miI).istration pander to democratic buffoonery or will it forthwith toss 
out the carcasses of those who would defile our temple with their 
wantom and flagitious acts 3.!Jd habits? 
Amicus Curiae 
Directions 
The object of the puzzle is to fill out the 
diagram by guessing the words from their 
definitions, and transferring each letter of 
the guessed word to the correspondingly 
numbered square in the diagram. When the 
diagram is filled out, it will spell out a 
quotation from some published work 
(reading normally from left to right, blank 
boxes .indicating the ends of words)-. When 
the.words have all been filled in, their initial 
letters will spell out the author and title of the 
quoted work. The acrostic feature and the 
relative word-lengths in the diagram will 
assist in the solution. Spelling and definitions 
on authority· of Webster 's Seventh Collegiate 
and, where appropriate, Black's Law Dic-
tionary. 
Good luck. 
(Solution in the next issue of the Amicus! ) 
New Director 
Is Optimistic 
by Jay Porter 
One of the more important 
behind-the-scenes activities at 
Marshall-Wythe is the admission 
of qualified students. Usually, 
the firs t contact that a 
prospective law student has with 
this school is with U~e 
Admissions Office located on the 
third floor of James Elair Hall. 
Indeed, the Admissions Office is 
Marshall-Wythe to the hopeful 
applicant or anxious enrollee. 
From the "Dear Marshall-
Wythe : Please send me a 
ca talogue and applic'ation " 
letter and the "Dear Marshall-
Wythe : Here is my completed 
application and twenty bucks, 
please accept me" letter to the 
"Dear Turkey: It is a pleasure to 
inform you that you are hereb.y 
offered admission ... " letter , 
the Admissions Office is the 
mouthpiece of this law school. 
. Cognizant of · all this, the 
Amicus recently ventured up to 
the third floor of James Blair to 
find out what the Admissions 
Office has been up to lately. 
Since October 1, Marshall-
Wythe's Director of Admissions 
has been Ms. Mary Gallagher-
Babcock. She replaced Mrs. 
Bea trice Monahan , whose 
signature appeared on each 
letter of acceptance received by 
Continued on page 8 
! ........................... 1'1'1'1'1'1'~1 I POETIC JUSTICEI 
lone day in legal ethics class, 1 
~ Came to my head, a thought, at last, ~ 1 I saw the t,eacher, wearied, troubled, I 
~ (a seething caldron in him bubbIed) ~ 
I From dealing with integrity, I 
§ (that' s canon one, it just ain' t three) I 
§ And tried to make me use my mind, I 
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'CROSTIC 
A ctaise with a hood. 
71 97 155 112 196 12 81 124 23 38 
world War II hero. 
----------------102 197 31 142 96 17 43 1 79 135 184 56 8 2 01 61 158 78 
Same ness o f c harac t er i n different .instan ces. 
161 20 108 185 175 89 52 133 
A writ o~ crimso n co untenan ce ? 
182 1 65 114 ' 29 176 72 122 47 167 11 109 
----------.---
119 140 187 2 127 48 181 151 101 86 
Exercise u s overei~n a uthority ove r. 
84 1 83 172 118 64 168 149 35 
Ouagadougou is t his coun try 's capita l. 
- - - - - - - '- --
76 55 169 162 9 5 6 1 36 1 64 24 125 
Di s mounting. 
1 52 91 I I I 1 78 . 4 146 67 83 199 
A 19 57 Nobel Pri ze wi nn er. 
1 3 193 41 160 147 50 116 1 73' 30 16 1 50 9 4 69 
Yo ur capi t a l city if y ou l ive i n Rawa l pi ndi. 
25 137 194 85 2 0 3 77 10 7 5 154 
i' l a!'! !: l i fe. 
45 143 26 87 1 34 49 93 157 57 177 
;h11 anonymous gr ading a f ford u s th is cons titu ti o!'!al l y gua r an teed r igh t ? 
51 75 195 98 9 58 105 73 200 19 32 110 159 141 27 
Be co ' e stea dily les s , a ga i n . 
117 39 131 1 39 34 198 66 1 00 59 . 
A Con gr es s man fr om t h, 3u c~ e y e s ta te. 
----------
103 33 82 1 32 54 74 12 8 46 19 1 
Power was one, · (19 14 -1958) . · 
11 3 -1 bO 180 145 106 
Acc o r d i ng to polul a r beli e f. 
174 120 126 3 70 16 6 192 
Lo s s or ir.lpairme nt of power t o Ils e words . 
19 0 1 5 5 3 92 1 6 3 129 42 
Su its and i nt e r est s a re sa i d t o ge t h is. 
18 1 70 90 21 68 1 86 
American playwright, (1887-19 58 ). 
-----_._--------
138 44 62 104 80 10 115 156 37 148 
Extended. 
----------36 2 02 1 53 88 99 22 7 188 65 121 
The right s of a lord in land. 
---------
40 1 30 79 189 123 11+4 2 8 171 14 
I Brought life to DR 109. I 
I I knew then he could no~ res.train . 1
1
+'-;,:1-=0 r:, 2:---E""'p =---=P..,..W..,..'7/1-:1."14----:li-::-r :!-=5:--J-::-1';16"---G -r:7=---T"t'W.,....~7-:-7r..,..."..8 -B~.i. -9 --:l"'Til -:::-1-=-O- S"""-1-1-D-'1 r,""1-2-A~' 1-=3-r-l-;4-.-U"""· ~...,-;r/-""" .r'1 -15-Q"T!-16-:--r"-1-7 -B-;-I The ethical thought of hlS mIghty bram ~ /" // /"'//1 ! / /" ~ i 
lAnd so alas, he blurted out, I :U l R 19 L 20 C:'l" //12 1 R 22 T Z3 A [24 G ~!25 J : 2 6 K i ~ 'I L ~o t' ':' ::1 D 5U 1 5 1 B 5':' L 33 N ;/// 34 M 
I " A Lawyer's duty is to shout ~ : ///,/ _ //1 ., ' . V//' 
IWhen meeting evil lies or greed, 1 .:j7 F 36 T 37 s 3~ A 39 H 40 U 41 r /"/-0/ 42 Q 43 B.: 44 s ilW~: '< ? K '+b N . '+ 7 D '+0 E )//~ 49 K 50 I 51 L 
§ Or charging fees beyond one's need - 1 t/ /// .. /j'i @. 
I Oh truth and beauty, ethics high I";"'i 'l"77;y /--;r;/,,/.f~ 5Z-;O:C:+-,....~,. 5~Q-.~..,,-4 .... N  -b-,?,'7'1'. ~ -;-~'-+.i ....,.5,....--,;5G.-+C5]"""oo-tr......nYt...,;Vr'-l\n,.7.-cr-.1S r.;.-+,1T59.,...".,--;-;l1T+.. o'--'--o"'-oj,..!:f/f/ / ~ ,/ffri. /, ..,...--IB+or"'r"2-=-S +>! 0 .... '. 3~N:.h-6-r.--;4F:-+.r;6) ~5~T+-'6--r, 10-M;-;f.,.0=·7 -;H::l-7tT"'6~-:+-R 
§Oh try m y students, catch God's eye. 1 1/'/// ~/1 I i VL' a . 
I Use all your knowledge, always think, 1 !b9 T (0- P 71 A ~ . 72 D 73 L 74 N W/ 75 L 16 G i 77 J ! 76 B 79 u 150 S : 151 A 152 N 153 H 154 F %; 85 J 
III:Lest you approach the evil stink I - . :/// /// ~ ., . y//) 
~ Of breaking client's social fences, III: @/ 00 E ~ 7 KES- T ~9 c 90 R 9T H 92 Q 9 3 K 94 I ! 95 G t;://r0 9b B 97 A !9 b L 9 9 T %/"// 100M lOlE 102E ~ Revealing secrets, confidences, ~ /'// / i ! . lij/J : ' /// ~Shady dealings, contempt of court, ~ 103N W. l04s : 105L 1060~( 10 7J 101fc 109D 110L :o// /~ l1lH .112.4. 1130 :114D 115S 1161 117M 11i:lF 119E 
' ~Misuse of process (that's a tort). ~ ,/jI;.. I i // /; .. / //) i 
I~Andbewareofallthelegaltraps 1~ · 120P 121T 'i'~ j122D 123u I124A :0'./. 12 5G 12oP T27E . 12 ~N I 129Q 130UI 131M i///~/ 1 32N 133C '//'i l34K l35B /;'/' / / / ' 1 , '/ // '/ / / / / III: Which prey on lawyers ethic gaps. " III: i1'<2,t:.:-;:;it""-;-;;TrTii,)r*i;~:;-;-;f-:;-:;;;:;-;-;t-;--r.r;-;;-t:;T~...,-r;-:;-;;t:;-,r;-:;-;:;-t--;-;---r.:;-r.'7:-;-;-1";"T.="'';7'''';+'~~..rid-....-r:-~h-,,,,,,,,,+-,L;t,,;~' ....,.-;''''+~d-~And then our prof paused, tears in eye ~ j1 3vG 13'ZJ 13vS W/ 139M 140E 14 lL 1 42B 143K. // .• 144U ,1450 14b H 147I 140S 149F 1501 151E @ 152H ~ " Oh come on class, at least let's try'," § i / / /J ~/" . I / // I But as his gaze swept ro~d the room, I 1153T 154J W ; ) 155A 156s 15'7Y. 151SB 159 L 1601 1161C : 102G 163Q ~W~ 104G 1105D 166P ~:' 1 0 7D 16~F '.f/;;; 
III:Piercing through the stond gloom 1Il09G 170R 171U 172F 173I 174p 175C 176D 177K IjI 1 78H il/./· .. / //////', 1 79B H lOO l1S1E 11S2D 183F 184B 18'5c 186R 18n ~ The broken man knew his defeats, ~ /// 
~ Reflected in all the empty seats. ~1=I1i1nT1S1S ·1':;;-h-l~8(9""U*.7/ /,//'7 //;-; /-+l;-;09""'0~ii hl;r;9""1I..t~ '1""92"",-+0-;-:;:/,,/7,/;-/' ,~1"" '9""3""1 -hi 1"" '9r.4,J..--iI~ l'9 5....,.L+.l l~.' 9:":"":' o.A+-: 1""""'9 7rod, ...... 1"" 91 O=JM~,:""'" 11 ( Q"""9=H-t-'l''''''l/'-;-/ /.,....h 2""'" OOLrl-......,." 2 0)1 :dE2""~ 0"""-=2T h'2 ... 0).....,.!. 3J~'T77''i-+ ~ 
~For as is known by any fool , I ,/////./ /0// j i 1 - ' /..0"1 V//.%/ 
- ~ Legal Ethics . ends in school . . . .. 
., ...... ,I~ ............ I'I'''~~~,~ .'. . 
. I , .. 0, L _ , ... OJ ,g~ . . 
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SBA Minutes 
PRESENT: CONTE, RONCA, SAWATZKl, GREGORY, PUFF, 
DAVIDSON, LAUTENSCHLAGER, FROGALE, GINIVAN, 
BOURASSA, GIGUERE, KARCH, SLESINGER, KENNEDY, 
WILCOX. 
ABSENT: BUCHANAN. 
The meeting was called to order by the President at 5: 20 P .M. 
OLD BUSINESS: 
REPORT by Conte re Ogden Food Service. Ms. Doe Stevens, 
Chairperson, Graduate Student Association for the Arts and Sciences 
acknowledged receipt of and agreement with the SBA Resolution to 
terminate the present contract with Ogden. 
DISCUSSION re the Insider and Outsider Awards to be presented 
at the SBA Spring Awards on April 6. MOTION by Karch that 
Professor C. Harper Anderson be selected as recipient of the Insider 
Award. SECONDED. PASSED unanimousl¥_ MOTION by Conte that 
Robert L. Clifford be selected as recipient of the Outsider A ward. 
SECONDED. PASSED unanimously. 
REPORT by Conte re car stickers. Marshall-Wythe School of 
Law car decals are now available in the Bookstore. 
ANNOUNCEMENT by Gregory re Barrister's Ball. There are 150 
tickets available at $15 per couple for this year's Ball, to be held on 
March 19. Dress is to be semi-formal. 
ANNOUNCEMENT by Conte re Pig Roast to be held on April 2. 
Due to the distressing conditions of last year's playing fields, all are 
requested to leave their dogs at home. 
REPORT by Frogale re parking. Any hopes of attaining ad-
ditional parking at the Baptist Church have been dashed. 
AMENDMENT TO AMENDMENT PASSED unanimously. 
AMENDMENT TO RESOLUTION PASSED unanimously. 
RESOLUTION ADOPTED, 9 aye, 0 nay, 1 abstention. Text of 
Resolution attached. 
DISCUSSION re prohibition of smoking in the libraries. The 
Board is hopeful that these restrictions may be eased, at least by 
exam time. 
REPORT by Giguere re telephone that will permit free local calls 
for law school students' use. No obstacles to the phone's imminent 
installation are seen. 
REPORT on Karch re TGIF. The committee was pleased with 
the interest shown in TGIF by the students. Financially, TGIF was 
almost self-supporting, a necessity if it is to be continued. TGIF will 
resume after Spring Break on Fridays from 4:00 to 5:30 at the 
Graduate Student Center. 
NEW BUSINESS: 
MOTION by Conte that the 1976-77 Board of Directors be 
. dissolved and the Board of 1977-78 be convened. SECONDED. 
PASSED unanimously. 
ANNOUNCEMENT by Ronca that all SBA Board of Directors 
Regular Meetings will be held in the Moot Court Room. It is em-
phasized that meetings are open to all students. 
MOTION by Ronca that the creation of a Director of the Speakers 
Program, a Director of Vita Tax Assistance Program, a Publicity 
Chairman, and a Lobby Group Chairman appointment be authorized. 
SECONDED. PASSED unanimously. 
RECOMMENDATION by Ronca that Jay Wilcox be appOinted 
Parliamentarian. MOTION by Giguere. SECONDED. CONFIRMED 
unanimously . 
ANNOUNCEMENT by Puff that volunteers are needed to help 
with the Pig Roast to be held on April 2. All Board members are ex-
pected to pitch in. 
MOTION by Karch to adjourn . SECONDED. 
The meeting was adjourned at 6 :40 P .M. 
Amicus Subsctiptions 
The Amicus Curiae is now soliciting subscriptions for the 1976-
71 academic year. Subscription cost for graduating students is 
$7.50 per year. The price of a subscription will otherwise be 
$8.00. To subscribe, complete this fonn and send the detached 
version to the Amicus Curiae, Marshall-Wythe School of Law, 
Williamsburg, Va. 23185. Graduating students should drop off 
the form in the Amicus Curiae box in the Law School office. 
Name ' . 
Address 
AmOUDtEnclotied _ _ _ __ Pleafi~Bill Mf' _____ _ 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'WIlliamsburg ~cquet <:Shop 
Stringing Speci~lists 
Tennis Equipment ~nd Supplies 
Shoes and Apparel 
605·8 Prince George St. Phone 220·2319 
March 18, 1977 Amicus Curi8e 
New Director, Cont'd. 
most of the students now 
enrolled at Marshall-Wythe, and 
who accepted a posi tion with 
Cedarcrest College in Allentown, 
Pennsylvania. 
Ms. Gallagher-Babcock, a 
graduate of the University of 
Dayton with an M.Ed. in student 
personnel from Ohio University, 
has the primary responsibility of 
overseeing the whole admissions 
process to insure efficiency and 
smooth-sailing . She is ably ' 
assisted by Ms. Linda Tyler and 
Ms. Ruth Graff. 
This is a particularly busy 
week for the Admissions Office 
as March 1 was the deadline for 
applications for positions in next 
year's entering class . In 
addition, March 1 was also the 
date when the process of 
notifying those who have been 
accepted for admission began. 
Ms. Gallagher-Babcock reports 
that - all applicants w.ill be 
informed as to their status by 
April 1. 
The actual d~ision to admit, 
reject, or put on the waiting list 
is made by an admissions 
committee headed by Associate 
Dean for Admissions, Richard 
A. Williamson and Ms . 
Gallagher-Babcock . This 
committee has been meeting 
regularly for the past few 
months and will be offering 
admission to approximately 450 
applicants throughout the month 
of March in order to end up with 
a class of approximately 150 by 
August. 
Asked whether Marshall-
Wythe's continuing 
accreditation miseries have had 
any effect on the number of 
applicants this year, Ms. 
Gallagher-Babcock replied that 
about 9000 requests for 
applications were received by 
her office and about 2400 actual 
applications have been received. 
The number of applicants is up 
compared to the past two years 
and is approximately equal to 
the all-time high set in 1974. The 
Admissions Director speculated 
that the favorable publicity the 
College and Williamsburg 
received in connection with the 
preSidential debate could 
account in large part for the 
increase in applicants . 
Nor seemingly has the quality 
of applicants been adversely 
affected by the accreditation 
woes. Ms. Gallagher-Babcock 
anticipates that there will be 
applicants with grade point 
averages of 3.2+ and L.S.A.T.s 
of 620+ who will be placed on the 
waiting list. 
Ms. Gallagher-Babcock notes 
that applicants are from all over 
the United States representing 
many different schools, both 
well-known and not-so-well-
known. Because William and 
Mary is a state school, 
approximately 70 percent of next 
year 's class will be Virginians. 
As a result, whereas lout of 3 
applicants from Virginia are 
accepted , only lout of 10 out-of-
state applicants are offered 
admission. 
Looking ahead to long-term 
goals for her office , Ms. 
Gallagher-Babcock said she is 
interested in the possibility of 
visiting colleges to tell people 
about Marshall-Wythe and 
recruit qualified students, and in 
particular, to interest more 
minority students in applying to 
Marshall-Wythe. 
She also explains that rext 
year will be the pilot year for 
computerizing all the 
informa tion concerning 
applicants and enrollees. The 
Admissions Office is presently 
working with the Information 
Services of the college to 
program all the raw da ta 
available in regard to applicants 
and those offered admission. 
This data will not only be made 
available to the Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare, 
and the Commonwealth of 
Virginia but will enable the law 
school to have quick access to 
any information about 
applicants, those offereli 
admission, and those who 
ultimately enroll at Marshall-
Wythe. 
Roundup 
Cont'd. 
Ronca points to the teams 
unselfish play ana' 
aggressi veness as their 
strongpoints; and the lack of 
height as the weakness. Starters 
included Greg Warner (top 
scorer) , Will Taylor, Jim Ronca, 
Bob Condon, Tall Tymon, and 
Doug Christman. Doug Plank, 
Finn Lawrence, Jim McDonald, 
Mark Dempsey, and Max Frias 
round out the squad. 
Basketball is generally 
thought to be the law school's 
best sport, and this year is no 
exception. With 5 of 7 teams 
headed for the playoffs and an 
overall record of 43-15 (with four 
loses coming to other law school 
teams) there is little doubt that 
the law students have proved 
tha t they exceed the 
undergraduates in still another 
aspect of college life. 
Different types of hair 
need different types of care. 
When your hair needs help, 
don ' t try to do it yourself. Let us 
examine your hair (we suggest a 
hair analysis), then condition it 
profeSSionally with the Redken 
product we believe will do your 
hair the most good. 
The acid-balanced, protein 
polypeptide enriched Redker.l 
products we use have been 
SCientifically form ulated for 
professional use. Each has been 
designed to do a specific job 
and do it well. 
When you need help with your 
hair, you need someone whose 
professio n is hair care. Make 
an appointment for a profes-
sional Redken conditioning 
treatment today. 
The New You Shoppe 
Call for Appointment 
1424 Richmond Rd. 
229-6942. 
Unisex 
